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A Note on Computing Time for Recognition of 
Languages Generated by Linear Grammars* 
TADAO KASAMI  t 
Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
It is shown that (1) there exists a language L0 which is generated 
by a linear grammar and is not T(n)-recognizable by any on-line 
multitape Turing machine if li--m~ T(n)/(n/log n) 2 = O, and (2) 
any language generated by a linear grammar isnS-recognizable y an 
on-line single-tape Turing machine in the sense of Hart manis and 
Stearns. 
Let Vr denote a finite set of' symbols and let V~* denote the set of all 
finite sequences, including a null sequence, over VT. The model of 
on-line Turing machine by Hartmanis and Stearns (1964) and Hennie 
(1966) will be used. An on-line Turing machine has a one-way input 
tape using the symbols of Vr  and a one-way output tape using two 
symbols "I" and "0" besides working tapes. An  on-line Turing machine 
is said to recognize a subset L of V~* if and only if for any input sequence 
on Vr ,  the nth output digit is "i" if the sequence of the first n input 
symbols is in L and "0" otherwise. L is said to be T(n)-recognizable 
if and only if there is an on-line Turing machine which recognizes L 
and, for any input sequence, prints the nth output digit in T(n) or 
fewer operations. For the details, refer to Hartmanis  (1964) and IIennie 
(1966). For the definitions of context-free grammars, context-free lan- 
guages, and linear grammars, refer to Chomsky  (1963). 
F. C. l-lennie (1966) showed a set of sequences (set A )  for which a 
very good lower bound on the computation time (number  of machine 
steps) to be recognized by an on-line (multitape) Turing machine can 
be found. A slight variation of IIennie's set A will be used here. 
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The set A'  will be defined to be the set of sequences over the alphabet 
{0, 1, s, c} which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) The first symbol and the last symbol is s, and the sequence 
consists of a number of identical-length blocks of O's and l's, consecutive 
blocks being separated by single s's or "scs". 
(b) The total number of blocks exceeds 2 ~, where k is the number of 
O's and l's in each block. The 2kth block and the (2 ~ + 1)th block are 
separated by "scs", and other consecutive blocks are separated by single 
8'S. 
(c) The mirror image of the last zero-one block is the same as a zero- 
one block in the first 2 ~ blocks. 
By following the same arguments as those by Hennie (1966), we 
have Lemma 1. 
LEM~A 1. I f  set A ' is T( n )-recognizable by an on-line Turing machine, 
then 
T(n)  ~ Cn2/(log n) ~, 
where C is a constant dependent only on the number of tapes, the number of 
tape symbols, and the number of internal states of the machine. 
Let R(~) denote the reversal of sequence ~. For example, if ~ -- 011, 
then R(~) = 110. Let 
Lo = {~oSq~ls~2c~sR(q~)s I o , ~2 , ~ C {0, 1, s}* and ~ ~ {0, 1}*}. 
Then it is easy to see that L0 can be generated by the linear grammar 
Go = (V~0, Vr0, P0, S), where Vr0 (the set of terminal symbols) = 
{0, 1, s, e}, VN0 (the set of nonterminal symbols) = {S, X, Y}, S is the 
initial symbol, and P0 (the set of production rules): 
S --~ OS, X ~ 0XO, Y ~ OY, 
S --~ 1S, X ~ 1X1, Y --+ 1Y, 
S --~ sS, X --~ sYs, Y --~ sY, 
S ~ sXs, Y --~ c, Y --~ YO, 
Y---+ Y1, 
Y - .  Ys. 
The language L0 may be considered a variation of the language which was 
shown to be not n-recognizable byHartmanis and Stearns (1964). 
The next lemma follows directly from the definitions of sets A' and L0. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that a sequence ~on alphabet {0, 1, s, c I satisfies con- 
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ditions ( a ) and ( b ) of the definition of set A'. Then, ~ C A' if and only if 
~C Lo. 
Since it can be decided in real-time computation (Yamada, 1962), 
whether a given sequence satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of set A', it 
follows from Lemma 2 that if L0 is T(n)-recognizable by an on-line 
Turing machine, then A' is also T(n)-recognizable by an on-line Turing 
machine. Consequently, the next theorem follows from Lermna 1. 
THEOREM 1. I f  Lo is T(n)-reeognizable byan on-line multitape Turing 
machine, then there exists a constant C such that 
T(n) >= C(n/log n) 2. 
On the other hand, the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2. Any language generated by a linear grammar is CnLrecog- 
nizable by an on-line single- tape Turing machine, where C is a constant. 
This theorem was proved in (Kasami, 1965a). A simpler proof is 
shown in the Appendix. 
It was shown that any context-free language is n3-recognizable by an 
on-line Turing machine (Kasami, 1965b; Younger, 1966; Torii, 1966).1 
There is a gap between (n/log n) 2 and n 3. 
APPENDIX 
The Proof of Theorem 2. Let G = (V~, Vr ,  P, S) be a given linear 
grammar, where V~ is the finite set of nonterminM symbols, Vr is the 
finite set of terminal symbols, P is a set of rewriting rules, and S ~ VN 
is the initial symbol. Let V = VN U Vr and V* denote the set of all 
finite sequences over V including a null sequence. We then write 
• It1 --~ ~22, 
where ~I'1 = ~1Xo~2(~1, ~2 C V*, X C V~), ~I'2 = ~01~o~2 and X -+ ~ is a 
rewriting rule of G. Further, we write 
~ ,  
if there exists a sequence ~0, ~1, • • • , ~ such that ~0 = ~, ¢~ = • and 
~3-1 --~ Oj(j = 1, . - .  , n). Then, the language L generated by G is de- 
fined by 
L = {'I, IS ~,l~,~I, C V~*}. (1) 
1 The Turing machines hown in (Kasami, 1965b; Torii, 1966) use two working 
tapes and the one shown in (Younger, 1966) uses four working tapes. 
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Wi thout  loss of generality, it can be assumed that any  rule of G is of 
the form: 
Y- ->aX,  Y---~Xa or Y--~a,  (2) 
where a C Vr , Y C V• , and X E V~ (Chomsky, 1963). Let ai C Vr be 
the ith input symbol and let 
N( j , i )  = {Y IY~a j . . .a~,YC V~ } (1 < j= i). (3) 
Then it follows from (1) and (3) that if and only if S C N(1, i), the 
first i input sequence al . . .  a~ is in L (Cocke's Parsing Algorithm; 
Younger, 1966; Torii, 1966). If Y~ aj • • • a~(j < i), by (2) there exists 
X such that either 
X~as . . .  ai-1 and Y- ->XaiC P, 
or  
X~a¢+l . . .a i  and Y---> ajX C P. 
Hence, we have that for 1 <- j < i 
N(j ,  i) = N~(j, i) O N~(j, i) 
N~(j , i )  = {Y]Y - - -~Xa~CP,  XCN( j , i -1 )}  (4) 
N2( j , i )  = {Y I  Y~a jX  ~ P, X C N( j  + 1, i)}. 
Thus, if a l lN( j ,  i - 1)(1 =-< j _-__ i - 1) and N(i ,  i) are known, 
N( i  - 1, i), N( i  - 2, i), . . .  , N(1, i) can be found sequentially by 
using formula (4). 
Example. Consider a simple grammar G1 for which V~ = {S, X}, 
V~ = {0, 1, c} and P = {S--~ 0S, S -+ 1X, X - -~S1,  S--~ c}. Let 
ala2a3a4 = 10cl. Then we have 
N(1, 1) 
N(3, 3) 
N1(2, 3) 
NI( 1, 3) 
N(4, 4) 
N1(3, 4) 
N1(2, 4) 
NI( 1, 4) 
= N(1,2) = N(2,2) = empty 
= is} 
-- empty, N2(2, 3) = {S}, 
= N2(1, 3) -- N(1, 3) = empty 
= empty 
= {X}, N2(3, 4) -- empty, 
= {X}, N~(2, 4) = empty, 
= empty, N2(1, 4) = {S}, 
N(2, 3) = {S} 
N(3, 4) -- IX} 
N(2, 4) = IX} 
N(1, 4) = IS}. 
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The procedure can be implemented by an on-line single-tape Turing 
machine as follows: Divide the semi-infinite working tape into sections 
of the same length T1, Ts, • • • , T j ,  • • • . Each section T~. consists of two 
parts T0j and Tli. Toi can store any terminal symbol with a mark . ,  and 
T1j" can store any subset of VN. All sections of the working tape are 
initially blank. Assume that the finite state control unit has three work- 
ing memories Mo, M1, and M2. M0 is used to store the last input symbol. 
M1 and Ms can store any subset of V~. Let [T~j](h = 0, 1, j  = 1, 2, • • • ) 
and [M~](h = 0, 1, 2) designate the set of symbols tored in Th~ and Mh 
respectively. Two indices i ~nd j will be used to describe the operation 
of this machine. Index i indicates that the first i input symbols have been 
read, and index j indicates that the head of the tape is on section Tj and 
N(j, i) is being sought. The operation of this machine proceeds as follows: 
1. Read the first input symbol a~ from the input tape, and wr i te ,  al on 
To~, store every nonterminal symbol Y into TI~ such that Y --~ a~ is a 
rule of G. Then, 
[T~] = N(1, 1). 
If TI~ contains the initial symbol S, write "1" on the output tape, other- 
wise write "0". Move the head to section T02. 
2. Assume that 
[To1] = * al, 
[T0k] = a~ (1 < /c < i), 
[Tt~] = N(/c, i - 1) (1 = l¢ < i), 
and that the head is on section T0~. Then, read the ith input symbol a~ 
from the input tape, and store a~ into M0 and T0~. Store every non- 
terminal symbol Y into T~ and Ms such that Y --~ a~ is a rule of G. Then, 
[T~] = [Ms] = N(i, i). 
More the head to Tl¢_t . 
2.1. Suppose that the head is on section TCj(1 =< j < i) and that 
[Tlk] = N(k, i -- 1) (1 _-< /c __< j ) ,  
[T~k] = N(k, i) ( j  < /~ = i), 
[Mo] = a~ 
[M2] : [Tlj+IJ : N ( j  n a 1, i ) .  
Then, store every nonterminal symbol Y into M~ such that for some X 
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in T, j ,  Y --~ Xa i  is a rule of G. By definition 
[M,] = N, ( j ,  i).  
Move the head to section T0j, where aj (o r .  al if j = 1) is stored. Store 
every nonterminal symbol Y into MI such that for some X in M2, 
Y ~ a~X is a rule of G. Then, by definition 
[M,] = N,( j ,  i) U N2(j,  i) = N( j ,  i). 
I f  Tot does not contain "*",  then copy the content of M, into M2 and 
T~j-, move the head to T,j_, and repeat he same procedure for j - 1. I f  
T0j' contains "*", copy the content of M, to T,j. = Tn . I f  S is in M1, 
write "1" on the output tape, otherwise write "0". Move the head to 
section T0i+l which is the first blank T0k section. 
For each i, the number of steps required for producing the ith output 
after reading the ith input can be bounded above by Ci, where C is a con- 
stant independent of i. Consequently, the number of steps required for 
producing the ith output from the beginning can be bounded above by 
A generalization of Theorem 2 was shown in (Torii, 1966). 
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